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Abstract
The conventional method can make a reasonable analysis of common network attacks, but the reliability of the
analysis is low under the virus propagation model. This paper proposes a new research method of computer
network attack analysis based on the virus propagation model. Based on the relationship between the framework
and daemon, the framework of the model for computer network attack analysis is set up, the attack analysis technology
of computer network is determined, and the construction of the model for computer network attack analysis
is completed. Computer attack objects and computer attack process are analyzed, and computer network
attack analysis is carried out. Using the coverage test and the uncertainty test, the parameters of the reliability calculation
variables are measured and the reliability calculation formula is replaced. It is concluded that the designed method of
computer network attack analysis is 47.15% more reliable than the conventional analysis method, and is suitable for the
network attack analysis under the virus propagation model.
Keywords: Virus propagation, Network attack, Interface construction, Analysis technology, ARP analysis

1 Introduction
In the conventional method of computer network attack
analysis, the data end analysis method is used, which can
make a reasonable analysis of the common network
attack, but for the network attack under the virus propagation model, because of the model limitation, there is a
low analysis reliability [1, 2]. Therefore, an analysis of
computer network attack based on the virus propagation
model is proposed. Depending on the framework
daemon relationship, the frame analysis unit is defined,
and the mutual instructions and file relationships are
clarified. The framework of the model for computer
network attack analysis is set up to determine password
attack analysis, denial of service attack analysis, buffer
overflow attack analysis, data-driven attack analysis,
forged information attack analysis, and address resolution protocol (ARP) attack analysis technology so that
the analysis of computer attack objects and the process
of computer attack are implemented. The analysis and
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research of computer network attack based on the virus
propagation model are completed. In order to ensure
the effectiveness of the designed method of computer
network attack analysis, the network attack test environment under the virus propagation model is simulated,
and two different methods of computer network attack
analysis are used to carry out the reliability simulation
test of computer network attack analysis. The experimental results show that the method of computer
network attack analysis is very effective.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 discusses the methods, followed by implementation of
computer network attack analysis in Section 3. Experimental simulation is discussed in Section 4. Section 5
concludes the paper with summary and future research
directions.

2 Methods
2.1 To build the framework of the model for computer
network attack analysis

The framework of the model for the computer network
attack analysis is to analyze the network attacks in the
virus propagation model by establishing the relationship
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function of the framework daemon, so as to determine
the structure of the framework analysis unit, and to clarify the mutual instructions and file relations of each analysis unit.
Computer network attack under the virus propagation
model adopts client/server mode to initiate computer
network attack. The principle of network client/service
mode is that a host provides service (server side) and another host receives service (client). A server as a host
usually calls a default port and listens. If a client has a
connection request on the port of the server, the corresponding program on the server will run automatically
to respond to the client’s request. This program, called
the daemon (which was originally a term for UNIX, has
been transplanted to the Microsoft Corp system) [3],
and after the two machines were connected successfully,
the network began to control and be controlled. The
end to be controlled becomes a server, and the control
end is a client. Its daemon relationship function is
shown in formula 1.

Analysis unit instruction refers to a string of characters sent by the analysis unit on the client side to the
server to perform some function. The return instruction
includes acknowledgement information and error message. It is a string of characters sent back from the server
to the client. An analysis file is a file that analyzes the
transmission between the client and the server, that is,
the files to upload and download at both ends. In order
not to confuse instructions with files, we define an internal protocol to distinguish them. The format of the
instruction we define is as follows: a multi-bit string
type, in which the first three bits are numeric labeled
bits to indicate the function represented by this command, from the fourth bits, it represents different structures from the first three bits, which can be represented
as the path of the disk or folder, the structure of the file
(file path, file name and file size), process name, specific
string, etc. The instructions and files have the following
relationship [6]:



Pok ¼ Σγ i hi þ qk


Ko

ð1Þ

In which Pok is the daemon of the program, γi is the
state coefficient of program’s sub-process, hi is the new
meeting words in the sub-process, qk is the reset file to
create the mask, and Ko is the security factor.
The network attack under the virus propagation model
usually needs to install the server program on the controlled computer and install the client program on the
master computer [4]. The entire control process is
generally first to execute the client program on the master computer, and then the client program will send a
connection request to the server program in the controlled end computer and establish a network connection. Then the client program can control the computer
to be controlled through the server-side program and
can carry out various kinds of network attacks and control. It mainly includes modifying the setup of the controlled terminal system, obtaining the list of the target
computer process, closing or restarting the operating
system in the controlled terminal computer, activating
the goods to discontinue various processes on the
controlled end, recording and extracting the remote
keyboard events, and managing the files and folders of
the controlled computer.
Therefore, the analysis unit in the framework can be
divided into two parts: one is the server analysis unit,
and the other is the client analysis unit. The analysis unit
in the framework mainly analyzes the path information
among the client, the communication side and the server
side [5]. The analysis unit structure includes analysis
unit instructions and analysis files.

Zp ¼ σ o γ i þ
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∂2 qk dx
W0
hi

ð2Þ

in which Zp is the program instruction, σo is the string
mask law, γi is the state coefficient program’s subprocess, hi is the new meeting words in the sub-process,
qk is the reset file to create the mask, and W0 represents
the file attributes which are transmitted between the client and the server.
Since the client is connected to the server side, the
server side initiatively transfers the list of drivers of server side computers to the client, so we do not define to
view the command format of the list of drivers [7]. For
file transfer, we do not define the corresponding format,
but only transmit it from the first byte in turn after receiving the corresponding instruction. The following
table lists the file interfaces that we define, and the corresponding path relations between the analysis instructions and the files are shown in Table 1.
The file path in the file structure of the upload file is
the path for the client to place the file on the server.
The name of the file is the file name established on the
server side [8]. The file path in the file structure of the
downloaded file is the location of the file that the client
wants to download on the server side
2.2 Analysis of computer network attack

The computer network attacks under the virus propagation model include password attack analysis, denial of
service attack analysis, buffer overflow attack analysis,
data-driven attack analysis, forged information attack
analysis, and ARP attack analysis technology. The password attack analysis technology is the simplest and most
direct attack analysis technology under the virus
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Table 1 Analysis of the relationship between instructions and files
Instruction set

Format

Interface

View the file list

001+ The spec if ic path

001c:\
001c:\windows\system32

Upload a file

002+ file structure (file path, file name, file size)

002e:\film\milan.rmvb70000000

The download file

003+ file structure (file path, file name, file size)

003e:\music\better.man.mp3

Delete the file

004+ file structure (file path, file name)

004d:\study\l. txt

Extract process list

005

005

Close the process

006+ the name of the process to be closed

006winword.exe

Running processes

007+ file structure (file path, file name)

007d:\hello world.exe

Remote shutdown/restart

008+ a spec if ic string (poweroff/reset)

008poweroff
008reset

The bug report

009+ error instruction

009005
009007reset

propagation model. Password attack analysis is an attack
technique used by an attacker in view of other population orders, and the attacker often attacks the user’s
password as the start of the attack when it attacks the
target. As long as an attacker can guess or determine the
user’s password, he can get access to a machine or
network and can access any resource that the user can
access. If this user has domain administrator or root user
permissions, this is extremely dangerous [9].
Password attacks mainly include dictionary generation,
password interception and deception, and non-technical
means. The dictionary generation attack uses a word
library to generate passwords, which contain a number
of word roots that can form a password to generate a
guessing password under the rules. Because the choice
of roots is based on people’s habit of making passwords,
they are obtained after a lot of statistics. The non-technical
means in password attack mainly refers to the compilation
rules of passwords obtained by non-information means,
which satisfies the following rule [10]:
 0

P
K o þ Rkk =S x;k

k ¼ P
q j b j þ ΔG j

ð3Þ

in which k is the non-technical means coefficient in
the password attack, Ko is the security factor, qj is the
query recognition rate of finger command of the target
host, and Sx, k is the number of bytes in the directory
0
query service within the k time period. Rkk is the effective byte rate obtained by k time password attack. bj
stands for the difficulty of setting password. ΔGj represents password complexity. Password attack objects
mainly include Linksys, MikroTik, NETGEAR, and TPLink routers used in the small and home office (SOHO)
and QNAP network additional storage (NAS) devices,
which have not been found to be infected by other network equipment suppliers [11].

A denial of service attack is a simulation of a denial of
service attack. First, an attacker wants to stop the target
machine from providing service. It is one of the hacker’s
commonly used attacks. In fact, the consumption attack
on the network bandwidth is only a small part of the denial of service attack. As long as it can cause trouble to
the target, some services are suspended or even the host
is dead, all of which belong to the denial of service attack [12]. The problem of the denial of service attacks
has not been properly solved. The reason is the security
defects of the network protocol itself, and the denial of
service attack has also become the ultimate technique of
the attacker. The attacker performs a denial of service
attack; in fact, it enables the server to achieve two effects: one is to force the server’s buffer to be full and not
to receive a new request; another is to use IP deception
to force the server to reset the connection of the illegal
user and to affect the connection of the legitimate user.
Connectivity attack refers to the use of a large number
of connection requests to impact the computer, making
all available operating system resources depleted, and
eventually the computer cannot rehandle the request of
the legitimate user. Common attack means are synchronous flood, WinNuke, PNG of death, Echl attack, ICMP/
SMURF, Finger bomb, Land attack, Ping flood, Rwhod,
tearDrop, TARGA3, UDP attack, OOB, and so on [13].
Buffer overflow attacks mean that when the computer
fills the buffer with the number of bits more than the
capacity of the buffer itself, the overflow data is covered
on the legitimate data. Ideally, the program will check
the length of the data and do not allow the input of
characters that exceed the buffer length. But most programs assume that the length of data is always matched
with the allocated storage space, which is a hidden danger for buffer overflow. The buffer zone used by the operating system, also known as the “stack”. Between
operations, instructions are temporarily stored in the
stack, and the stack also has buffer overflow [14].
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By writing the content beyond its length to the buffer
of the program, it causes the overflow of the buffer,
which destroys the stack of the program, and makes the
program to execute other instructions, so as to achieve
the purpose of the attack. The reason for the buffer
overflow is that the parameters entered by the user are
not carefully checked in the program. For example, it is
as the following program [15]:
void function(char *str)
{
char buffe r[16]; strcpy(buffer,str);
}
The strcpy () above will directly transform the content
from str to copy into the buffer. So long as the length of
str is greater than 16, it will cause buffer overflow and
cause the program to run wrong. There are standard
functions for problems like strcpy, strcat (), sprintf (),
vsprintf (), gets (), scanf (), and so on.
Of course, filling anything in the buffer zone will cause
it to overflow. Generally, there will only be segmentation
fault, which cannot achieve the purpose of attack. The
most common way is to create a buffer overflow to enable
the program to run a user shell and execute other commands through shell. If the program belongs to root and
has suid permissions, the attacker gets a shell with root
permissions and can operate any on the system [16].
The reason why buffer overflow attacks become a
common security attack is that overflow vulnerabilities
in buffer zone are common and easy to implement.
Moreover, the main reason for a buffer overflow to become a remote attack is that the overflow vulnerability
gives the attacker everything he wants: implants and executes the attack code. The embedded attack code runs a
program having overflow vulnerabilities with certain permissions to get the control of the attacked host.
Overflow vulnerabilities and attacks in buffer zone
take many forms. Accordingly, defense means vary with
different attack methods, including effective defense
measures for each type of attack.
The counterfeit user attacks the deception gateway,
and host A imitates host B to send a forged ARP message
to the gateway, causing the gateway’s ARP table to record
the wrong address mapping relationship of host B, so that
the normal data message cannot be correctly received by
host B. The false ARP message is sent to host C by cheating other host A and phishing host B, causing the host C’s
ARP table to record the wrong address mapping relationship of host B, so that the normal data message cannot be
correctly received by host B [17].
The attack of ARP is to achieve ARP deception by
forging IP addresses and MAC addresses, which can
generate a large amount of ARP traffic in the network to
block the network. An attacker can change the IP-MAC
entry in the target host’s ARP cache by making a

continuous delivery of a forged ARP response packet,
resulting in a network interruption or a middleman
attack [18].
ARP attacks mainly exist in the LAN network. If a
computer is infected with an ARP Trojan in the LAN,
the system that infects the ARP Trojan will try to intercept the communication information of other computers
in the network by means of “ARP deception” and thus
cause the communication failure of the other computers
in the network [19].
The attacker sent a forged ARP response to computer
A and tell computer A that the MAC address corresponding to computer B’s IP address 192.168.0.2 is 00aa-00-62-c6-03, and computer A believes and writes the
corresponding relationship into its own ARP caching
table. When the data is sent later, the data that should
have been sent to computer B are sent to the attacker.
Similarly, the attacker sends a fake ARP response to
computer B and tells computer B that the MAC address
corresponding to computer B’s IP address 192.168.0.2 is
00-aa-00-62-c6-03, and then computer B will also send
the data to the attacker [20].
At this point, the attacker controls the traffic between
computer A and computer B. He can choose to monitor
the traffic passively, get the password and other secret
information, and can also forge the data and change
the communication content between computer A and
computer B [21, 22].
In order to solve the problem of ARP attack, 802.1x
protocol can be configured on the switches in the
network.
IEEE 802.1x is a port-based access control protocol,
which authenticates and authorizes users connected to
switches. After configuring the 802.1x protocol on a
switch, an attacker needs to authenticate when connecting a switch (combined with MAC, port, account,
VLAN, password, etc.), and only by authentication, it
can be sent to the network. The attacker cannot send
forged ARP messages to the network without authentication [23].
Based on the analysis of the computer network attack
principle under the virus propagation model, the computer network attack interface is built, and the computer
network attacks under the virus propagation model include password attack, denial of service attack, buffer
overflow attack, data-driven attack, forged information
attack, and ARP attack, to implement the construction
of the computer network attack analysis model [24].
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3 Implementation of computer network attack
analysis
3.1 Analysis of computer network attack objects

Based on the construction of the computer network
attack analysis model, we divide the network attack into
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three modules: the client module, the server module,
and the communication module. Therefore, it first establishes three classes: client, server, and message. To define the class needed for development, and instantiate
the class, the object of computer network attack can be
gotten, which mainly includes client, server, message,
list, disk, folder, file, process, HTTP packet, server request message, and client response message [25].

confirmation number is y + 1; server B receives the confirmation packet after the state turns to be established,
and the connection is completed. In this way, host A
establishes a connection with server B, and then they
can communicate through the link.
The above is the case of the normal establishment
of a connection for the TCP protocol. However, if
server B sends the SYN/ACK packets to host A without the response of host A for a long time, server B
will have to wait for quite a long time. If such a half
connection is too large, it is likely to consume the
resources (such as buffer) that server B is used to
establish a connection. Once the system resources are
exhausted, the normal connection request to server B
will not respond.
The specific process of network attack is as follows:
attacker/intruder forges one or more nonexistent host C
and sends a large number of connection requests to
server B. Because the forged host does not exist, each
connection request server B is waiting for a period of
time because of receiving no confirmation information
from the connection; a large number of connection
requests in a semi connected state appear in a short
time, which quickly depletes the related system resources of the server B, making the normal connection
request unable to respond. It leads to a denial of service
attack. Next, a finite state automaton is used to describe
the network attack process.
Set M = (Q, sigma, F, S, Z). Supposing M =(Q, Σ, F, S,
Z), where, qϵQ, and q = (intruder status serves status
system status). Intruder status is the state of the attacker,
and its fetching range is {listen, faked, SYN SENT, ACK.,
SENT, failed established}; semen status is the state of
server B, and its value range is {listen, SYN, RCVD,
SYIN, ACK, SENT, ACK, RCVD, blocked, established}.
System status indicates whether the system intrusion
occurs. Its value range is {false, true}, and when system
status = hue, it indicates that intrusion occurs. Σ is a set
of transformation functions, including attack function,
communication function, and test function. Specifically,
{
E0: fake()
E1: Communication(Res host Des host SYN-ISN, 0)
F2: Communication (Res host Des host SYN-ISN,
ACK-ISN)
E3: Tcp_resource_used_out()
}
where function E0 is used to forge a nonexistent host
randomly. Function E1 is used to issue a SYN request
packet to the server and SYN-ISN is the serial number
sent. Function E2 is used to send the SYN-ACK reply
packet to the server sending the connection request, and
SYN-ISN and ACK-1SN are the sending and confirming
serial number. The function E is used to determine

3.2 Analysis of the process of computer network attack

The unusual complexity of the invasion process leads to
various kinds of intrusion, and the characteristics of the
intrusion are different. It is obvious that it is difficult to
use a unified formal model to describe the intrusion.
The finite state automata are used to describe some typical intrusion processes and try to find out their characteristics in order to seek a formal description of the
various intrusion processes.
For the automaton model M = (Q, sigma, F, S, Z)
corresponding to different intrusion processes, the system state Q may be described with different objects,
which can be made up of the state of one or a few monitored hosts and can also be described by the process
state running within the host. Transformation condition
set, also known as transformation function, is a function
cluster, including attack function class, communication
function class, and feature judgment function class. In
the process of attack, each function is instantiated gradually, and the system changes from one state to another.
For different intrusion processes, the specific meaning of
each element in M may be different. In the process of
using the model, through the analysis and audit of all
the captured data packets and log data, the characteristic
parameters are obtained to determine whether there is a
system anomaly or an intrusion behavior. In either case,
a state transition diagram will be obtained from the
initial state to the end state. The state of the system can
be known by judging the state of termination.
The TCP protocol in the Internet is a connected
protocol. When two network nodes communicate, they
first need to connect through the three handshake
signals. When host A wants to access the resources of
server B, host A first establishes a connection with server
B. Firstly, host A sends a connection request with a SYI\
flag to server B. The packet contains the initial serial
number of host A. After receiving the SYI\ package,
server B changes the state to SYN RCVL1 and assigns
the required data structure for the connection. Then server B sends the confirmation packet with the SYN/ACK
flag to the host A. It contains the initial serial number of
server B and clearly confirms that the serial number
ACK is x + 1, which is in the so-called semi connection
state. Host A receives the SYN/ACK packet and then
sends the ACK packet to server B, at this time the ACK
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whether the TCP connection resource on the server is
running out. If it is used up, it will return to “true”;
otherwise, it will return to “false.” The states of the
figure are as follows:
S0=(listen, listen, false), S1=(&ked, listen, false),
S2=(SYN, SENT, SYN, RCVLI false), S3=(failed, SYNACK, SENT, false), S4=(listen, blocked, true);
S0 is the initial state of the model. The attacker enters
the S1 state by forging a nonexistent host, and the attacker is faked. Then the host tries to establish a connection with server B, and the model enters state S2. The
server responds to a request to establish a connection,
and the model enters state S3, but the attacker is failed
since the attacker cannot receive the SYN-ACK packet
because of forgery of the nonexisting host. Finally, the
model determines whether the TCP connection resources of the system are depleted. If there is no exhaustion, the model returns to the initial state; otherwise, it
will enter the termination state S4 to achieve the analysis
of the attack process.

4.2 Design of the test process

4 Experimental simulation
In order to ensure the effectiveness of the computer
network attack analysis and research based on the virus
propagation model, simulation analysis is carried out. In
the process of the experiment, the network attack under
different virus propagation models is taken as the test
object, and the reliability simulation test for computer
network attack analysis is carried out. The different virus
types and modes of network attack under the virus
propagation model are simulated. In order to ensure the
validity of the experiment, the conventional method of
computer network attack analysis is used as the comparison
object. The results of the two simulation experiments are
compared, the experimental data are presented in the same
data chart, and the conclusions of the test are obtained by
analyzing the reliability calculation.

4.1 Preparation of the experimental data

In order to ensure the accuracy of the simulation test
process, the test parameters are set firstly. In this paper,
the experiment process is simulated, and the network attack under different virus propagation models is used as
the test object. Using the two different methods of computer network attack analysis, the reliability simulation
test of computer network attack analysis is carried out,
and the simulation test results are analyzed. Because the
analytical results obtained by the different methods are
different from those of analysis, it is necessary to ensure
the consistency of test environment parameters in the
test process. The results of the test data set in this article
are shown in Table 2.
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In the virus propagation model, the client of the network
attack uses the active port, and the server uses the passive port. When the connection is to be established, the
server opens a default port and enters the monitoring
state. The client puts forward connection requests to the
port to the server. The server regularly reads requests
from HTTP protocol and initiatively connects them. The
client’s listening port is generally open at 80, and the 80
port is a port dedicated to the HTTP protocol. In order
not to let the server’s firewall find, we can also use a port
number greater than 1024.
Because of our testing environment and some of the
limitations of the software, it cannot be widely tested on
the Internet or in the military network, but only through
several computers using a hub to form a LAN for testing. On this LAN, firstly, a fully shared folder (files can
be readable and written and deleted) is built in the FTP
server as a springboard computer.
Then, when the client is open, the program takes the
active IP address of the client and the open port number, and then sets up a file in the shared folder of the
FTP server. The file is named ip, the type is.txt, and the
format content is as follows:
IP:10.131.1.130
Port:5656
Finally, after the server is started, it first connects to
the computer as a springboard, and then reads the
shared folders on the FTP server. In this folder, keep
looking for the existence of a file ip.txt, if there is a file
ip.txt, read the content of the file, get the client’s IP and
port number; if it does not exist, it will be searched periodically at a certain interval until the file is found or the
server is closed.
When the server reads the IP and port numbers of the
client, the server initializes and then connects the client
according to the read IP and port numbers.
For a communication link between two network
nodes, link encryption can provide security for the data
transmitted on the Internet and can also intercept the
commands and data transmitted on the network through
the firewall. For link encryption, all messages are
encrypted before being transmitted, and the received
messages are decrypted at the destination node. A more
common des encryption algorithm is used.
The client on the client machine is opened. The client
program takes the active ip (10. 131. 1.130), and the
available port number (5656), writes the native ip address and port number in the ip.txt file, and then uploads the ip.txt file to the FTP server of the springboard.
The server first connects to the FTP server that is a
springboard computer, reads the shared folders on the
FTP server, and downloads the ip. txt to the computer
of the server. Then the server program opens and reads
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Table 2 Test parameter setting
Project

Type parameters

The operating system

Windows

7Ultimate

Central processing unit

AMD Ryzen 7 2700X

CPU main frequency 3.7 GHz
Maximum frequency 4.3 GHz

The sound card

Asus Xonar D-Kara

88.2 kHz, 24 bit

The graphics card

NVIDIA Rainbow iGame GTX 1080Ti Vulcan X OC

Core frequency 1480/1733 MHz
Display frequency 11000 MHz
Video memory capacity 11 GB
Display memory bit width 352 bit

Memory chips

Astrazeneca X3 16 GB DDR4 2400

Memory type DDR4
Main memory frequency 2400 MHz
Memory capacity 16 GB

the ip. txt file to get the IP and port number of the client’s computer. With the obtained IP address and port
number, the server and the client program successfully
establish a connection.
The attack methods of password attack analysis, denial
of service attack analysis, buffer overflow attack analysis,
data-driven attack analysis, and forged information
attack and ARP attack analysis are selected, and the
analysis coverage and uncertainty of analytical method
are obtained by using two kinds of methods for computer network attack analysis. The reliability of the two
methods is determined by the calculation method.
4.3 Analysis of coverage test results

In the course of the experiment, two different methods
of computer network attack analysis are used in the
simulation environment to analyze the changes of computer network attacks. At the same time, because of two

Version parameter

different methods for computer network attack analysis,
the analysis results cannot be directly compared. The third
party analysis record software is used to record and
analyze the test process and results, and the results are
displayed in the comparison result curve of this experiment. In the simulation test result curve, the third party
analysis and recording software function is used to eliminate the uncertainty of the personnel operation and computer equipment factors in the simulation test, which only
aims at the network attack under different virus propagation models and the different methods of computer network attack analysis, and the analysis coverage test model
is carried out. The test was made. The comparison curve
of the analysis coverage test is shown in Fig. 1.
4.4 Analysis of the test results of uncertainty

At the same time, different network propagation models
and different computer network attack analysis methods

Fig. 1 Analysis of comparison result curve of coverage test. In the results of the test curve, a represents a conventional method of computer
network attack analysis and b represents the proposed method of computer network attack analysis. The third party software is used to analyze
and record. The average analysis coverage of the conventional method is 86.42%, and that of the method designed in this paper is 99.89%
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Fig. 2 Analysis of the comparison result curve of the uncertainty test. In the test curve results, a represents the conventional method of
computer network attack analysis and b represents the designed method of computer network attack analysis. Using third party analysis to
record software analysis records, the average analysis uncertainty of conventional method for computer network attack analysis is 15.12%, and
that of the method in this paper is 2.70%

are used to analyze the uncertainty simulation test. The
comparison curve of the test results is shown in Fig. 2.
4.5 Analysis of reliability analysis

According to the analysis of coverage and uncertainty by
the above analysis methods, the reliability analysis is obtained by formula 4.

s ¼ f ðsÞ ¼

1
θ

Zr
ξλμdx

ð4Þ

0

in which ξ is the coverage of analysis, λ is the uncertainty of analysis, μ is the test influence parameter, and
θ is the influence of attack effectiveness. The method
proposed in this paper is S1, and the conventional
method is S2. ΔS = S1 − S2 is the positive number to represent the reliability improvement, and ΔS = S1 − S2 is
the negative number to represent the reliability reduction. It is substituted to formula 4 to obtain △S:
ΔS ¼ S 1 −S 2
Zr
Zr
1
1
¼
ξ 1 λ1 μ1 dx−
ξ 2 λ2 μ2 dx
θ
θ
0

¼ 0:471523

ð5Þ

0

It can be seen that the proposed method of computer
network attack analysis is better than the conventional
method, and the reliability is improved by 47.15%. It is
suitable for the analysis of network attacks under the
virus propagation model.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, an analysis of computer network attack
based on the virus propagation model is proposed. Based
on the construction of the computer network attack analysis model, the object and process of computer network
attack are analyzed, and the research in this paper is
completed. The experimental data show that the method
designed in this paper is very effective. It is hoped that
the research in this paper can provide a theoretical basis
for computer network attack analysis method under the
virus propagation model.
Abbreviation
ARP: Address resolution protocol
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